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Abstract
What scholars referred to as a climate change litigation ‘explosion’ in 2015 has today become an established movement which is unlikely to stop in the near future: worldwide, over a thousand lawsuits have been launched regarding responsibility for the dangers of climate change. Since the beginning of this trend in transnational climate litigation scholars have warned that the separation of powers is threatened where judges interfere with the politically hot issue of climate change. This article uses Jürgen Habermas’s political theory on deliberative democracy to reconstruct the tension between law and politics generated by these lawsuits. This reconstruction affords a better understanding of the implications of climate change litigation: while the role of the judiciary as such remains unchanged, the trend is likely to influence the democratic legitimacy of judicial lawmaking on climate change, as it indicates an increasing realization that a sound environment is a constitutional value and is therefore a prerequisite for democracy.
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‘What motivates me, is that I believe I am right.’
Roda Verheyen, lawyer for Saúl Lliuya,
on the climate case against German energy giant RWE

1. INTRODUCTION: CLIMATE, LAW AND POLITICS

This article addresses the question of whether it befits the role of the judiciary in constitutional democracies to adjudicate on climate change – a question of increasing importance
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given the global trend of climate change litigation. Using deliberative democracy theory, this article argues that while the role of the judiciary as such remains unchanged, the global climate change litigation trend is likely to influence the democratic legitimacy of judicial lawmaking on climate change, as it indicates an increasing realization that a sound environment constitutes a constitutional matter and is therefore a prerequisite for democracy.

The judiciary’s role in adjudicating climate change-related issues is contentious: ‘We believe that climate change is a complex societal challenge that should not be addressed by courts’, said oil and gas giant Royal Dutch Shell (Shell) in response to the threat by the non-governmental organization (NGO) Milieudefensie (Friends of the Earth Netherlands) to initiate a lawsuit in the Netherlands.1 Milieudefensie is arguing that Shell is committing a tort by contributing to dangerous climate change.2 That is, although Shell acknowledges the need to reach net zero emissions by the year 2050 to prevent global warming above the dangerous tipping point of 2°C, based on Shell’s current business strategy, 50% of all energy in 2050 will still be produced by burning fossil fuels, leading to much greater greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.3 This behaviour is tortious, according to Milieudefensie, which therefore seeks an injunction to require Shell to pursue climate-friendly business plans globally.

The case against Shell is far from unique. What scholars described in 2015 as a ‘climate litigation explosion’4 has become an established movement which is unlikely to stop in the near future. Worldwide, over 1,000 lawsuits have been launched on the responsibility for the dangers of climate change.5 This transnational trend encompasses different types of lawsuit. Climate cases have been initiated against states6 and private parties;7 under administrative,8 civil9 and even criminal10 law; and pursued at either the

---


2 Milieudefensie’s letter holding Shell liable is available at: https://milieudefensie.nl/publicaties/brieven/brief-van-milieudefensie-aan-shell. Milieudefensie’s summons was presented in the spring of 2019 and is available at: https://milieudefensie.nl/actueel/volledige-dagvaarding-shell.pdf.

3 Ibid.


7 E.g., in Germany, the case of Llinya v. RWE AG, Higher Regional Court of Hamm, 30 Nov. 2017.

8 E.g., the case against the municipality of Vienna on a new landing-strip at the airport of Vienna: Anti-Aircraft Noise Society and Others v. Vienna Airport AG, Austrian Constitutional Court, 29 June 2017.

9 E.g., the case of Klimaatzaak v. Kingdom of Belgium and Others, launched in 2015, no substantive judgments yet.

10 The late Polly Higgins called for making ecocide (genocide on the ecosystem) an international crime: see, inter alia, Polly Higgins, Eradicating Ecocide (Shepheard-Walwyn (Publishers) Ltd, 2015).
national,\textsuperscript{11} regional,\textsuperscript{12} or international level.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, claimants can seek either reparation damages,\textsuperscript{14} or injunctions to prevent future polluting activities or to mandate ‘greener’ action.\textsuperscript{15}

Academics have praised the judgments delivered so far for making climate change ‘tangible and routine’,\textsuperscript{16} and for contributing to ‘cosmopolitan justice’.\textsuperscript{17} Others enthusiastically described the Dutch \textit{Urgenda} judgment as ‘law-finding 3.0’.\textsuperscript{18} The court of first instance in this case used European and international law to interpret national law and concluded that the Dutch state had committed a general tort because its GHG reduction goal was not sufficiently ambitious.\textsuperscript{19} The ruling was confirmed on appeal,\textsuperscript{20} where the Court of Appeal relied on the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR).\textsuperscript{21} The Deputy Procurator General and Advocate General advised the Dutch Supreme Court to uphold this decision (a final judgment will be rendered after completion of the present contribution).\textsuperscript{22} Some scholars have suggested that cases like \textit{Urgenda} could serve as a model or inspiration.\textsuperscript{23}

At the same time, climate cases have been heavily criticized. A constant point of criticism concerns the separation of powers principle, which Shell raised to argue that

Environmental activists have pleaded the ‘climate necessity defence’ when tried for civil disobedience offences (see Section 3, n. 75 below).

\textsuperscript{11} See nn. 6–10 above.
\textsuperscript{14} E.g., \textit{Lluyya} v. RWE, n. 7 above.
\textsuperscript{15} E.g., the Dutch \textit{Urgenda} case (n. 6 above) and the claim of Milieudefensie against Shell (n. 2 above).
\textsuperscript{16} C. Vallejo, ‘Suing the State for Climate Change; Empirical Assessment of Climate Change Jurisprudence in Cases against Governments’, PhD thesis, Los Andes University, Bogota (Colombia), 2018 (forthcoming).
courts should not decide matters relating to climate change. Since the beginning of the climate change litigation trend, scholars have warned that the balance between the branches of democratic government will be threatened when judges interfere with the political issue of climate change. The objection that the judiciary has overstepped its powers was articulated by many in reaction to the Dutch Urgenda decision. In other climate cases, political sensitivity associated with climate change has led courts to abstain from delivering judgment. This was the basis of the decision of a Norwegian judge, in January 2018, not to consider a claim issued by the youth organization Natur og Ungdom (Nature and Youth) against oil extraction authorizations in the context of the global climate change problem. The separation of powers argument has also been used by corporate actors confronted with climate change-related claims. Some argue that these ‘politically motivated lawsuits’ would be ‘misusing the legal system’.

Clearly, climate change raises a tension between law and politics. Environmental activists resort to the judiciary to address climate change-related issues. Although this strategy is applauded by some, many reject it because they believe the issue of climate change belongs to the political domain, subject to the power of the people rather than to the discretion of a court.

Indeed, how to tackle climate change raises political challenges. Although states have recognized the dangers of climate change since at least 1992 – which marked the birth of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – it has been difficult for states to implement adequate policies. Economic wealth globally

---

24 See n. 1 above.
26 In the United States (US), tort claims were rejected because of the political question doctrine; cf. C. Vallejo & S. Gloppen, ‘Red-Green Lawfare? Climate Change Narratives in Courtrooms’, in L. St. Clair & S. Gloppen (eds), Climate Talk: Rights, Poverty and Justice (Juta Law, 2013), pp. 208–35.
27 Greentpeace Norway v. Norwegian State, Oslo District Court, 4 Jan. 2018, Case No. 16-166674TVI-OTIR/06, para. 5.2.7.
is based on extractive industries. We are all GHG emitters to some extent – if not by
driving a car and burning gasoline, then indirectly by consuming products that lead
to the creation of emissions through their production, packaging, storage, and trans-
portation. Acting against climate change usually involves sacrifices that are difficult
to negotiate in politics. This was painfully illustrated in France during the 2018–19
autumn and winter, when people dressed in yellow vests (the *gilets jaunes*) blocked
highways to demonstrate against a fuel price increase. This measure had been put in
place to discourage driving and reduce traffic emissions but it had significant financial
consequences for many entrepreneurs and commuters. The protests led the French gov-
ernment to postpone the introduction of this environmental measure. 31

In December 2015, the conference of the parties (COP) to the UNFCCC negotiated
the Paris Agreement, stipulating that global warming should remain ‘well below 2°C’
and kept preferably at 1.5°C to prevent climate change-related dangers such as heat-
waves, rise in sea level, desertification, and wildfires. Under the Paris Agreement, coun-
tries determine their own contributions to achieve this goal. To date, these nationally
determined contributions (NDCs) are by far insufficient, again indicating how politi-
cians struggle with regulating which polluter should pay for what, and prefer to
leave the response to such questions for the next elected government. 33

Notwithstanding politics, a judge must deliver a decision when confronted with a
legal claim. As Hans Petter Graver remarks in his book *Judges against Judges*, with ref-
erence to Hannah Arendt, ‘there is no neutral choice – either judges enforce the (pos-
sibly unjust) law, or they do not’. 34 Thus, the climate change litigation trend globally
imposes the question *how* the judiciary should respond to the claims without violating
their democratically determined role in accordance with the separation of powers. Can
the judiciary affirm the environmentalist claims without infringing the political power
of the people? As indicated by the phrase ‘power of the people’, this article understands
politics as democratic politics – the role of the judiciary in undemocratic political
regimes falls outside its scope.

To fully grasp the tension between law and politics apparent in the climate litigation
trend, this article needs to consider the boundaries of democratically legitimate judicial
lawmaking in a constitutional democracy. It considers that all judicial decisions fall
under the heading of ‘judicial lawmaking’ because when speaking of the work of
judges, it is impossible to make a clear-cut distinction between the application of law
and lawmaking. However, the focus of the article is on the boundaries of

lance-un-appel-a-l-aide_5393562_823448.html.
9483.php.
33 Cf. Y.R. du Pont & M. Meinshausen, ‘*Warming Assessment of the Bottom-up Paris Agreement Emissions Pledges*’,
34 H.P. Graver, *Judges against Justice: On Judges When the Rule of Law Is under Attack* / Hans Petter
democratically legitimate judicial lawmaking, which implies the possibility of democratically illegitimate judicial lawmaking.

Because the criticism towards judicial lawmaking in climate change litigation boils down to a democratic argument, this article starts at the general level with the question of democracy and then turns to the role of the judiciary (Section 2). It uses Jürgen Habermas’s political theory on deliberative democracy to sketch the role of the judiciary in a constitutional democracy. This allows the article to reconstruct the tension between law and politics apparent in the climate change litigation trend. It is reasoned that climate cases seem to go against majority decisions, and therefore appear to be of questionable democratic legitimacy. However, the judiciary may oppose the majority when fundamental rights are at stake because these guarantee democracy as such, following the co-originality thesis of Habermas.

The reasoning in Section 2 understands lawmaking as a dynamic, ongoing process. To clarify the dynamics and self-understanding of the environmentalists in launching climate law suits, Section 3 draws a parallel with activists who engage in civil disobedience. The actions of both civil disobedience and climate lawsuits are contributions to the public sphere, which are directed primarily to law rather than to politics and lean on dynamic constitutional interpretation. Section 4 then considers how environmentalists articulate their view in climate cases that the environment represents a constitutional matter – what scholars conceptualize as (global) environmental constitutionalism. Throughout the article, I draw on Urgenda, as this case is the high-water mark for successful climate change litigation commenced by environmentalists.

By providing a theoretical understanding of the climate litigation trend, and operationalizing deliberative democracy theory in light of present-day conditions, the article answers calls for ‘thorough normative reflection’ on climate cases, and allows for a better comprehension of its implications. The central claim of the article is that while the role of the judiciary as such remains unchanged, the climate litigation trend is likely to influence the democratic legitimacy of judicial decisions on climate change, as it indicates a growing recognition that a sound environment constitutes a constitutional matter and is therefore a prerequisite for democracy to be protected by judges (Section 5).

2. THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY IN A CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY

In his 1992 masterpiece *Faktizität und Geltung* (Between Facts and Norms), German philosopher Jürgen Habermas analyzes the ‘self-understanding’ of...


37 In this article I cite from this translation: J. Habermas, *Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy* (Willam Reig tr., John Wiley & Sons, 2015).
constitutional democracies: when do citizens themselves deem the law legitimate such that they will comply with it? His elaborate answer to this question clarifies the distinction between law and politics, and links that distinction to the role of the judiciary in a constitutional democracy.

In constitutional democracies, we continuously engage in political conversations about how our society should be shaped. We do this via television and social media, in newspapers, pubs, and on the street; in so doing we maintain a so-called ‘public sphere’. These conversations and debates seep into our political institutions, where parliament and government leaders make final decisions. Once society-wide deliberations have resulted in the enactment of a new law, political discussions on the issue may (temporarily) die down and the law may be enforced.

According to Habermas’s democracy principle, such a ‘discursive process of legislation that in turn has been legally constituted’ leads to democratically legitimate law because it can meet with the assent (Zustimmung) of all citizens. It can meet with the assent: not every citizen has to participate, and definitely not everybody participates in the same manner. Citizens often leave legal decision making to the formal legislative process within the political institutions. However, the debates in society are essential because they create a public sphere allowing citizens to influence the outcome of the political process, or to interfere where the institutions seem to make the wrong decisions: legislation that has been passed might lead to renewed debates. It is crucial that people are able to be involved in the discussion of what the law should look like, whether this is within an official institution – the ‘political centre’ – or outside it – the ‘periphery’.

Habermas calls this ability to participate in the democratic legislative process ‘public’ or ‘political’ autonomy. Through public autonomy we decide together which laws bind us and we agree that everyone should comply with them. Even if one is opposed to a particular legal provision, one endorses the democratic procedures that brought it about. This is the essence of democratic legitimacy. The legitimacy of the law lies in the general agreement among citizens that they can and must challenge the laws they

---

38 With ‘constitutional democracy’, I refer to the German term ‘Demokratische Rechtsstaat’: a democratic state guided by the rule of law.
39 Habermas, n. 37 above, p. 110. Zustimmung could also be translated as ‘approval’ or ‘endorsement’.
40 Ibid., p. 371.
41 Ibid., p. 380.
42 Ibid., p. 381.
43 Ibid., p. 171.
44 Ibid., p. 381.
46 Ibid., p. 32.
47 We comply with a law either because we agree with it or because we fear the legal consequences of not complying. Law therefore frees us from the burden to reflect morally on all aspects of our behaviour: because of law we can, out of self-interest, act in the general interest – that is, in line with collectively designed laws: ibid., pp. 114–5.
dislike through their public autonomy in the (formal and informal) democratic process, rather than through violence.\footnote{Ibid., p. 89.}

For the judiciary, the consequence of this is that it may apply existing law in what Habermas calls ‘discourses of application’,\footnote{Ibid., p. 162.} but it should not devise new law. After all, citizens want to create the law together and not live under the tyranny of judges. Moreover, citizens know what is expected of them as a result of the laws. This legal certainty is endangered when judges independently prescribe what should happen.\footnote{Ibid., p. 198.}

Therefore, the task of judges is described as ‘rechtsvinding’ in Dutch and as ‘Rechtsfindung’ in German: judges ‘find’ the law that is already there. This is not to say that law would exist independently of human beings. Law is a human construct – a city built by politics. Citizens make its streets and erect its houses. Judges can then find their way there.

It could therefore be reasoned that for as long as no law exists that determines responsibility for the dangers of climate change, judges should not meddle in this issue. However, another condition of democratic legitimacy is that the law can be changed; we are not bound entirely by what former generations have prescribed. For example, the former criminal offence of homosexuality has been reversed in many countries. Apart from legislative changes, law can also change through new interpretations. The judiciary must interpret laws dynamically to fit present-day conditions; Habermas notes that apart from offering legal certainty, judicial decisions must also be rationally acceptable, or right.\footnote{Ibid., p. 199.} To give an example from my own jurisdiction, it was undisputedly legitimate for the Dutch Supreme Court to decide in the 1920s that electricity constitutes a ‘good’ in order to make the criminal provision of theft applicable to a dentist who covertly stole it.\footnote{HR 23 May 1921, NJ 1921/564.}

Constitutional principles, including fundamental rights, are usually the least susceptible to change, at least formally: depending on the system, constitutions cannot be changed or only with great difficulty. According to Habermas, a firm constellation of fundamental rights – a ‘system of rights’ – is needed to warrant public autonomy.\footnote{Habermas, n. 37 above, pp. 122–3.} Fundamental rights protect the individual: they guarantee that individuals are able to lead their lives in the way in which they themselves deem to be good. Fundamental rights are focused traditionally on warranting private autonomy.

Habermas asserts that protecting the private autonomy of individuals through fundamental rights is necessary to guarantee that these individuals can participate as full members of society, so that their public autonomy is protected and, as a result, democracy itself is safeguarded.\footnote{Ibid., p. 417.} This link between private and public autonomy constitutes Habermas’s ‘co-originality thesis’.\footnote{Ibid., p. 104.} ‘[P]rivate and public autonomy’ or ‘human rights
and popular sovereignty, mutually presuppose one another’. Similarly, it is only the medium of law that can guarantee political power of the people. Without the fundamental rights to freedom of conscience, to bodily integrity, or to property, for instance, a citizen cannot fully participate in the debate on the law; somebody who can be prosecuted for her opinion, who suffers from injuries, or who lacks housing may be unable to concern herself with some proposed new statute.

Therefore, according to Habermas, a judge may oppose the democratic majority when the democratic system itself is brought into danger. Such is the case when the system of rights is threatened – when the private autonomy of citizens is undermined, which would jeopardize the collective aspect of the democratic process. When the breach of a fundamental right violates democracy, Habermas agrees that the judge may intervene. Therefore, a dynamic judicial interpretation that opposes democratic majority decisions should always be built on a fundamental right.

The next question, then, is when are fundamental rights at stake? According to Habermas, it is for the citizens to determine the definition and scope of fundamental rights. Judges can intervene only in the case of a violation of that definition and scope. Thus, judges always act responsibly: the judge’s decision always echoes the deliberations of the citizens (at least in the self-understanding of legitimacy within our democratic system).

The racial debate in the United States (US) illustrates this and offers a strong example of a judicial U-turn which today can hardly be questioned as the ‘right thing’ to do. The US Supreme Court, in its 1896 decision Plessy v. Ferguson, held that the racial separation of public schools was consistent with the US Constitution. However, it overturned this judgment in its 1954 Board of Education v. Brown decision by interpreting the fundamental right to equal protection of the law as forbidding statutorily segregated public schools. This not only means that US Supreme Court justices were less racist than in 1896; the whole of society had become less racist. It may seem as if the Supreme Court changed the meaning of the constitutional right to equal legal protection in 1954 but, in reality, this new interpretation was already accepted in many parts of society. Judges do not prescribe the law; they apply the law that is ‘presupposed as valid’. Where it is ambiguous, they follow an interpretation that is sufficiently accepted in society, in the ‘demos’. Judicial decisions therefore represent the voice of democracy: they confirm a societally changed interpretation of the law not (yet) made explicit by legislators. Their authoritative interpretation subsequently

56 Ibid., p. 84.
57 Ibid., pp. 132–3.
58 Ibid., pp. 263–4.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid., p. 263.
61 Ibid., p. 123.
62 Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
64 Habermas, n. 37 above, p. 261.
flows back into society, often causing the interpretation to become even more widely accepted.

In short, based on Habermas, I define politics as the societal debates on how the law should be shaped, conducted in the public sphere and in the political institutions such as parliament and government. As soon as a consensus emerges, we enter the legal domain: this consensus is then confirmed as being law either by means of legislation or by a judicial interpretation of earlier legislation. However, the legitimacy of the law lies not within the institutions of the legislature or judiciary, but in the intersubjective debates among citizens – the official institutions merely provide the most authoritative articulation of the law. The added value of law compared with politics may be summarized as ‘stop talking, start acting’; once the political debate has resulted in law, these rules may be enforced. Furthermore, the judiciary may interpret any legal rule dynamically to fit present-day conditions; however, where an interpretation goes against democratic majority decision making, it must be built on a fundamental right to count as democratically legitimate, as only democracy itself (namely, the protection of private and thereby public autonomy) can serve as a justification for judges to oppose a democratically established opinion.

Let us now superimpose this theoretical picture on the Urgenda case and scholarship. In 2015, the Hague Court of First Instance reinterpreted the national legal doctrine of hazardous negligence – which provides that one can commit a tort by unnecessarily creating a dangerous situation – by finding that climate change could fall within this doctrine. More precisely, the Court found it hazarding negligent of the Dutch state to set a GHG reduction goal for the year 2020 at a percentage lower than 25% compared with 1990 levels. To reach this conclusion, the Court was guided by climate science, which read that developed nations (the so-called ‘Annex I countries’, including the Netherlands) should reduce between 25% and 40% to prevent dangerous global warming. Since 2007, this finding was annually endorsed in statements of the UNFCCC COP, with the Netherlands signing every time. The Dutch state, in the Urgenda proceedings, therefore could do nothing but acknowledge the validity of these scientific findings. Furthermore, the Court relied on constitutional, European, and international (human rights) norms stipulating that the state has a duty to care for life and a healthy living environment.

Yet, the legal basis of the Urgenda judgment was not a fundamental right. Fundamental rights were invoked indirectly. The primary legal basis was the private law doctrine of hazardous negligence based on Article 6:162 of the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek), which prescribes behaviour according to ‘what is deemed fit in societal interrelations’. As it was possible for the Dutch state to maintain a target of 25%, and as the state acknowledged that a less than 25% reduction by developed nations would result in dangerous climate change, the Court determined that a goal

65 See Section 3 and Section 4 for detailed discussion of some of the other cases.
67 Urgenda, The Hague Court of First Instance, n. 6 above.
of less than 25% amounted to hazardous negligence (behaviour not in accordance with what is deemed fit in societal interrelations). The government – elected to represent the Dutch people – had lowered its GHG emissions reduction goal to 20% from an initial target of 30%, so this judicial decision went against a democratic majority decision. As it was not directly based on a fundamental right, it is unsurprising that the judgment generated vehement criticism for its alleged lack of democratic legitimacy.68

In 2018, the Hague Court of Appeal agreed that a 25% target is the absolute minimum, but it based its decision directly on Articles 2 (right to life) and 8 (right to family life) of the ECHR.69 Therefore, whereas the Court of First Instance needed no fewer than nine paragraphs to justify its decision in the light of the separation of powers,70 the Court of Appeal could deal with the issue in merely three sentences, pointing to its constitutional duty to directly apply provisions of the ECHR.71 Although the decision on appeal, too, has been criticized in the media and in academic commentaries for, inter alia, excessively expanding the scope of Articles 2 and 8 ECHR,72 generally the opinion among legal experts was that relying on fundamental rights as the primary legal basis strengthened the democratic legitimacy of the Urgenda case.73

In this context it is important to emphasize that the judges in the case did not consider all matters pertaining to climate change to be within the Court’s competence. On the contrary, they explicitly left to the government how to implement the 25% goal.74 The Dutch state has numerous options for achieving compliance, including reducing maximum speeds on highways, imposing a carbon tax, encouraging solar panel use or rooftop gardening, and improving energy efficiency. Only the minimum requirement

68 N. 6 above.
70 Urgenda, The Hague Court of First Instance, n. 6 above, paras. 4.94–4.102.
71 Urgenda, The Hague Court of Appeal, n. 6 above, para. 69.
74 Urgenda, The Hague Court of First Instance, n. 6 above, para. 4.53.
of a 25% reduction of GHGs by 2020 had become law. How this reduction should be achieved was left for politics to decide.

3. EVOLVING LAW: CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND CLIMATE LAWSUITS

The previous section presented lawmaking as an ongoing, intersubjective and dynamic process, in which changes can be confirmed authoritatively by either the legislature or the judiciary. This section aims to elaborate on how such changes come about. Self-evidently, law does not change itself: society-wide debates are necessary. Any individual can stimulate these debates, for example, by talking with others, publishing opinions in newspapers, exhibiting awareness-raising art, or sharing an important documentary on social media. These are all contributions that maintain the public sphere – the communicative space where people conduct public debates, whether contributing individually or in associations forming civil society.

Civil disobedience is helpful in this context in understanding the significance of climate change litigation. Lawsuits – invoking the law – are, of course, markedly different from civil disobedience protests, which deliberately break the law. Yet, the two are practically and theoretically linked. Civil disobedience is practically linked to the climate litigation trend, as a recent wave of civil disobedience action ended up in courts and activists pleaded the ‘climate necessity defence’. They stated that the imminent dangers of climate change left them with no reasonable legal alternative to their action.75

Thus, we face climate lawsuits that are atypical in the sense that the environmentalist party is on the defending side instead of the claiming side. Moreover, civil disobedience shares a theoretical characteristic with climate lawsuits: both constitute contributions to the public sphere, which are directed primarily to law rather than politics, as will now be explained.

Civil disobedience is usually defined as breaking a legal rule in a non-violent manner with the aim of signalling a perceived injustice to the public.76 Those who commit an offence of civil disobedience claim that a current (interpretation of a) rule is not right. Despite the legality of the rule, it does not, in their view, align with constitutional principles of justice, and therefore cannot be legitimate.77

Acts of civil disobedience can be direct when they break the protested rule itself. Rosa Parks refused in 1955 to give up her seat in a bus for a white person, to protest against the rule dictating that black people should do so. They can also be indirect: breaking one rule (A) to protest against the other (B). The so-called ‘mass grave action’ serves as an example. This protest was undertaken by American activists in the summer of 2016. They responded to the news that in Pakistan mass graves had been dug for all

77 Habermas, n. 37 above, p. 383.
of the deaths that were certain to occur as the result of a forthcoming heatwave.78

Activists in America laid down in a trench that had been dug for a new high-pressure gas pipeline. By imitating dead bodies and refusing to move, they aimed to communicate that this trench was similar to the Pakistani mass graves. The activists reasoned not only that the new gas pipeline created significant risks for the neighbourhood in which it was constructed, but also that using the gas as fuel would generate pollution, which exacerbates climate change and causes more dangerous heatwaves in countries like Pakistan. Thus, the activists were protesting against the authorization of the pipeline (rule B) but were charged with trespassing and disorderly conduct (rule A).79

An act of civil disobedience questions a legal rule and thereby contributes to the public debate on what the law should be. Yet the action is not directed primarily at the political institutions that make the law. Contrary to newspaper opinions and protest marches, the civil disobedience offenders do not directly address the legislative branch of government. Instead, they confront the institutions that enforce the law: the police and, ultimately, the judiciary. They break a rule they find unjust in order to be caught by the police and adjudicated by the judiciary. Their action might spur political debate, but this is only a secondary target for civil disobedience activists. As the disputed rule is already in force, they no longer regard political debate as a viable option. They feel the need to violate instead of debate existing rules.

Climate cases also make an indirect political contribution to the public sphere as the high levels of media attention bestowed upon them boost public discussion. As a result, climate cases may influence the centre of political decision making from the periphery. Yet, as with civil disobedience, political change is the secondary target of the litigating environmentalists. They primarily address law rather than politics. While the claimants might be happy to raise environmental awareness in political debates, their success is complete only when a judge confirms their claim as law.

A key difference between civil disobedience and climate litigation is that NGOs like Urgenda do not break rules, but invoke existing law and ask a court to enforce it. The activists imitating dead bodies put forward the idea that we need to get rid of the pipeline authorization in order to align with constitutional principles. Urgenda argues that, if existing law is coherently interpreted, the Dutch state should reduce GHG emissions by at least 25% by 2020 compared with the year 1990. The first instance and appeal courts both agreed.80

This difference may seem more significant than it is at times, because civil disobedience activists may be proved right retroactively. Rosa Parks was part of the civil rights movement that successfully influenced public opinion. A year after her protest, the US Supreme Court held in Browder v. Gayle that racial segregation, in this case on a bus,

---


80 See Section 2 above for a full analysis of both judgments, and Burgers & Staal, n. 20 above.
violated the constitutional right to equal legal protection. In hindsight, Parks therefore should have been able to rely on existing law – namely, the constitution interpreted in alignment with the current views of the demos, similar to Board v. Brown mentioned above.

Actions of civil disobedience mostly ‘fail’ in the sense that they are not deemed to be based on the common conception of justice as laid down in the constitution. Squatters, for instance, may invoke the right to housing but are most often evicted from the houses they occupy. It appears that society continues to attach more importance to the property rights of the house owner. Similarly, most environmentalists who engage in civil disobedience are eventually convicted. Their necessity defence based on the importance of the climate typically fails.

In the case of the mass grave action, however, there was broad societal support. The local city council unanimously opposed the pipeline and people in the neighbourhood reportedly had been protesting against it on a daily basis for over a year. The prosecution presumably took this into account as it converted its criminal charges into civil claims at the very last moment. Moreover, the activists were vindicated by the judge on 27 March 2018, when she accepted that climate change necessity justified their illegal action. Poignantly, the pipeline had become operational in the meantime.

In conclusion, it is helpful to envisage a timeline when assessing the transformative capacity of various contributions to the public sphere. A ‘normal’ contribution states that law needs to change in the future and is directed at politics. A single such contribution, say on Twitter, is unlikely to have a legitimizing effect for political action, but a contribution by many individuals may have an effect, as in the case of the protests by the French gilets jaunes, which led to the enactment of a planned law being postponed.

An act of civil disobedience signals that the law should change right now – for example, eliminating racial segregation on a bus or revoking the authorization for an oil pipe line – and is directed at the legal apparatus. Civil disobedience is successful only when it convincingly relies on a common, constitutional conception of justice, which may justify the judge’s decision to get rid of the contested law – racial segregation on a bus – or to accept this conception of justice as a defence against criminal charges – as did the judge in the case of the mass grave action. A judge needs strong societal signals to hold such a constitutional conception against a rule adopted by political institutions, such as years of action of the civil rights movement or broad societal support for the mass grave action.

Lastly, a climate lawsuit claims that the law has already changed, and as such needs only to be confirmed by the judiciary. However, to the extent that climate claims

82 Cf. Climate Defense Project, n. 75 above.
85 See Introduction above.
oppose majority decisions, they need to draw on dynamic constitutional interpretation in the same way as successful civil disobedience does. The following section elaborates this aspect.

4. DEVELOPMENT: CONSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Unlike civil disobedience activists, litigating environmentalists do not consider it necessary to pursue their cause by consciously breaking the law. Instead, they claim that the law is already on their side. The accepted interpretation of the law has changed and in their view the judge merely needs to confirm this. ‘What motivates me, is that I think that I am right,’ says Roda Verheyen, the lawyer who represents Saúl Lliuya, a Peruvian farmer suing energy company RWE in Germany for damages for harm allegedly resulting from climate change. She now also acts for the families who initiated a climate case against the European Union (EU), and represents three German families as well as Greenpeace in a case against the German government regarding its climate policy.

There has long been a global consensus on the necessity to act against the environmental problem of climate change. The 1992 UNFCCC has been ratified by almost every nation on earth. This was confirmed in December 2015 by the follow-up Paris Agreement, which was also signed by nearly every state. The climate lawsuits use these instruments of international law to substantiate their claims. The Urgenda case, the Swedish Magnolia case, the Norwegian case of Natur og Ungdom.

---


89 N. 30 above.

90 N. 32 above.

91 Urgenda, n. 6 above.

92 Magnolia was launched on 15 Sept. 2016 by two youth organizations and 176 individuals in the District Court of Stockholm (Stockholms Tingsrätt), which rejected the claim on 30 June 2017. On 23 Jan. 2018, the Court of Appeal (Hovrätt) rejected the appeal. As a result of this decision and resource shortages, the plaintiffs have decided not to appeal to the Supreme Court.

93 The claim in the case of Natur of Ungdom and Greenpeace against the Norwegian State (The People v. Arctic Oil) was filed on 18 Oct. 2016. The claim was dismissed by the District Court of Oslo (Oslo Tingrett) on 4 Jan. 2018. The appeal will be heard in Nov. 2019 before the Court of Appeals (Borgarting) of Oslo as a direct appeal to the Supreme Court failed: Norwegian Supreme Court
the Swiss Klimaseniorinnen case, the US case of Juliana v. United States, the climate case against the Irish government, to name but a few, all invoke ratification of the UNFCCC to underline the salience of the climate problem. The High Court of Lahore (Pakistan), in its Leghari judgment, relies on international environmental principles such as the principle of precaution and intra-generational equity, which is also invoked in other cases.

However, these claims do seem to go against majoritarian decisions taken in the democratic process, which makes their democratic legitimacy questionable. For example, at stake in the Urgenda case was the GHG reduction target decided by the Dutch government. The case against the EU similarly concerns the EU’s reduction target. The Norwegian case concerns a governmental decision to authorize drilling in certain sea areas, while the Austrian case is about the authorization for a third runway at Vienna airport. Similarly, the Swedish case concerned the sale by the government of lignite assets to an allegedly unsustainable operator. In cases against corporate actors the opposition against majoritarian decisions is slightly more subtle. Corporations typically operate with governmental approval and, so far, no explicit statutes seem to exist that articulate corporate responsibilities related to climate change. Challenged corporations like Shell and RWE therefore assert that the climate claims lack a legal basis and that this legality should originate in democratic majority decisions.

As discussed in Section 2 above, following Habermas’s co-originality thesis, the judiciary’s only reason to oppose a democratic majority is to protect democracy itself as secured in the system of fundamental rights. If a judicial decision defends environmental interests against majority decisions, this is legitimate only if constitutional value is attached to the environment. As long as democratic majorities fail to enact effective climate laws, only fundamental rights – which are essential for the protection of democracy as such – may create legitimate operational space for the judiciary to provide remedies against climate change.
It is therefore unsurprising that a ‘rights turn’ has been signalled in climate change litigation: environmentalists winning climate lawsuits are doing so by relying on fundamental rights. In this vein, the Lahore High Court remarked in the Leghari case that the constitutional rights to life, human dignity and information, together with the constitutional values of political, economic and social justice ‘provide the necessary judicial toolkit to address and monitor the Government’s response to climate change’. Likewise, the European cases rely on human rights enshrined in their constitutions and the ECHR, and cases from both North and South America also invoke constitutional human rights.

We now see some judges deciding climate cases differently from others. For example, the Dutch court in Urgenda deemed there to be a sufficient legal basis on which to found its judgment, whereas the Norwegian judge held that the climate is something to be dealt with via politics. This does not point to judicial arbitrariness but instead indicates we are facing a legal transition. Climate change clearly was a political subject, but that understanding is shifting, as not only the body of law on the environment is growing but also as the environment is constitutionalizing – a development which scholars have conceptualized as (global) environmental constitutionalism.

The constitutionalization of the environment has been taking place for some time, predominantly through legislative procedures. An ‘environmental rights revolution’ occurred in the late 20th century in both international human rights law and national constitutional law. A 2017 survey noted a degree of environmental constitutionalism in 148 of 196 constitutions worldwide. Although constitutional recognition of the importance of the environment does not automatically result in better environmental protection, a correlation with superior environmental performance was detected. More importantly for this article, recognition communicates a self-understanding that deems the environment essential for constituting the state as such. The constitution ‘constitutes’ the state – to include the environment as a fundamental right means it is understood as one of the state’s foundations.

---

105 Peel & Osofsky, n. 23 above.
106 Leghari v. Pakistan, n. 97 above, para. 7.
111 Legal-theoretical literature on the necessity to acknowledge the environment as fundamental to the state includes M. Kloepfer, Umweltstaat: Ladenburger Diskurs (Springer Verlag, 1989); K. Bosselmann, In Namen der Natur: Der Weg zum ökologischen Rechtsstaat (Scherz, 1992); J. Verschuuren, ‘The Constitutional Right to Environmental Protection’ (1994) 12(2) Current Legal Theory, pp. 23–36. These sources are nicely summarized in Kotzé, n. 107 above, pp. 138–43.
In addition to explicit constitutional recognition, environmental entitlements are increasingly read into other fundamental rights, such as the rights to life, and personal integrity – at both national and international levels. This led the then UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment, John Knox, to observe that the substance of an international human right to the environment is already present, even without explicit reference to this right in the core international human rights treaties. Similarly telling are the very existence of a UN programme on human rights and the environment, and the academic *Journal of Human Rights and the Environment*. In September 2019, five UN treaty bodies issued a joint statement stipulating that states’ human rights obligations require them to take action against climate change, including by reducing GHGs and phasing out fossil fuels.

This means that unlike some have suggested, the climate cases will not ‘change’ the world. They are, however, a signal that the world is changing and a sign of a transnationally evolving legal position. Every time a climate lawsuit is launched this legal position is reinforced: the climate has moved on from the stage of political debate, as environmental protection is a constitutional – a legal – matter. The letter in which Milieudefensie holds Shell liable puts it this way: ‘The global opinion is clear and univocal: dangerous climate change should be prevented’.

In 2015, an international group of renowned lawyers confirmed the view that climate change issues belong within the legal domain. They presented the *Oslo Principles*, articulating the obligations of states to act against climate change under existing law. By January 2018 some of them had continued the work and published their *Principles on Climate Obligations for Enterprises*, which state that existing law contains obligations for business to reduce GHG emissions.

Environmental activists have been more successful recently in climate lawsuits. This suggests that judges believe they have firmer ground on which to deliver their verdicts. Of course, the adjudicative powers of courts are limited by their jurisdiction, so change
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in one legal system does not mean the same step is taken in another. As with any evolutionary process, the pull of climate change into the legal and constitutional domain occurs incrementally. Still, the law is evolving transnationally.\footnote{122 For an account of why some countries rather than others engage in environmental constitutionalism, see J. Gellers, The Global Emergence of Constitutional Environmental Rights (Routledge, 2017).}

Litigation is, at the same time, a strong means for stirring societal debate. Even before a judgment is rendered, the publicity surrounding a lawsuit forces society to think about responsibility for the dangers of climate change. The debate can convince people of the new legal position and thus draw climate issues further out of the political domain. After all, the more widely the legal position is accepted, the more robustly judges can deploy it in legal interpretation. Even in the absence of a transnational public sphere in the Habermasian sense, this debate surpasses national boundaries: media contributions often discuss both national and foreign climate cases and the various claims are inspired explicitly by one another.\footnote{123 For an account of how climate claimants inspire each other transnationally, see Colombo, n. 17 above.}

Moreover, once the judiciary does stipulate that an undisrupted climate is a constitutional matter, this usually implies regulatory duties for the other branches of government: the judiciary lays foundations for the executive branches to build upon. The climate change litigation trend thus leads to judicial confirmation of constitutional duties related to climate change, forcing society-wide deliberations on how these duties will materialize. We see this happening in the climate cases.

In the Urgenda case, for instance, a 25% GHG reduction by 2020 was deemed to be legally required while the achievement of this target was left to politics. In November 2017, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights expressed in a legal opinion that a healthy environment is ‘a fundamental right for the existence of humankind’.\footnote{124 Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 15 Nov. 2017 Advisory Opinion requested by the Republic of Colombia, OC-23/17.} Moreover, the Court recognized that this right entails ‘extraterritorial responsibility’, which means states can be held accountable for violations abroad. Possibly, therefore, states could sue each other for excessive GHG emissions on a human rights basis, and states may be sued by individuals residing outside the state. As this was only an advisory opinion of the Inter-American Court, we do not yet know what concrete obligations would flow from such cases or how they are to be enforced.

Another interesting example is the case initiated in 2015 against the US government by litigants aged between eight and 19 years old, supported by the NGO Our Children’s Trust. The children allege their constitutional rights have been infringed by ineffective governmental policies regarding climate change. The US government submitted that the claim should be dismissed, as the separation of powers doctrine would prevent the judiciary from deciding the case. Yet, in 2016, Judge Aiken denied the government’s motions to dismiss:

\begin{quote}
I have no doubt that the right to a climate system capable of sustaining human life is fundamental to a free and ordered society. Just as marriage is the ‘foundation of the family,’ a stable climate system is quite literally the foundation ‘of society, without which there would be
\end{quote}
neither civilization nor progress.’ … Even when a case implicates hotly contested political issues, the judiciary must not shrink from its role as a coequal branch of government. 125

Judge Aiken therefore not only held that climate change could be dealt with by the judiciary when fundamental rights are implicated but also acknowledged ‘the right to a climate system capable of sustaining human life’, as such. The government disagreed and appealed against the decision to the federal level, again invoking the separation of powers. Yet, on 7 March 2018, the American Court of Appeals for the Ninth District ruled that it was not convinced by this objection and sent the case back for a substantive decision. 126 In doing so, it confirmed the view that climate change does not necessarily belong solely to the political domain and may also be a constitutional matter. Procedural battles in this case continue as at the time of writing this article. The merits of the claim are expected to be addressed in late 2019; at present, we do not know whether any concrete legal climate obligations will arise from this case or how the US government might implement them.

In conclusion, climate change litigation will not save the world. It is not a driver, but rather a sign of the evolving opinion that an unpolluted earth (a healthy environment, a stable climate) forms a precondition for democracy. Judicial decision making is a responsive mechanism, and is therefore always the second-best option for solving pressing societal problems compared with legislation enacted through democratic channels. 127 Climate science tells us that we need to make drastic changes within the next decade to prevent dangerous global warming. 128 Litigation is too slow a mechanism to account for that, even if environmentalists’ courtroom successes force governments to further implement their climate obligations. Notwithstanding political paralysis, however, the climate change litigation trend shows us how the environment is constitutionalizing transnationally.

5. CONCLUSION:
ENVIRONMENT AS A PREREQUISITE FOR DEMOCRACY

The added value of law, as opposed to politics, is that once the political debate has resulted in legislation, rules may be enforced. Climate activists feel the urgency to undertake action now, and claim that we have moved beyond the stage of political debate. Where political institutions fail to implement adequate measures, they resort to the judiciary. However, the judiciary can legitimately oppose democratic majoritarian decisions only when fundamental rights are at stake. Therefore, the increasing success of litigating environmentalists can be understood only in combination with the ongoing constitutionalization of the environment. This environmental constitutionalism does not provide

125 Juliana v. United States of America, n. 95 above.
the definitive answer to the climate problem, as enforcement and implementation are still tasks for the executive branches of government. Climate change litigation therefore demonstrates how the climate is pulled from the political towards the legal domain and, especially when successful, how this forces the climate to reappear in the political arena so as to be addressed more thoroughly.

My central claim is that the international climate litigation trend is indicative of the growing consensus that the environment is a constitutional matter and therefore a prerequisite for democracy. Although the role of the judiciary as such remains unchanged, this legal dynamic is likely to increase the democratic legitimacy of judicial lawmaking on climate change. This is a circular and ongoing process: as this perspective is shared more widely across society, more judges feel able to adopt it in their verdicts, which in turn leads to debate about those judicial decisions, which increases awareness of climate change and, at least at present, appears to result in an even greater acceptance of a constitutionalized environment.

It is important to acknowledge certain limitations with the argument put forward in this article. Firstly, it is naturally the case that factors other than constitutionalization also contribute to the different outcomes in climate cases. Differences between legal systems play a role, as do the particularities of each lawsuit. The transnational trend is not moving at the same pace in every country.

Secondly, most climate cases have been unsuccessful. For example, while the court of first instance in Austria agreed with the climate litigants, this decision was subsequently overturned. Certain US attorneys-general have said they will ‘aggressively fight a suite of lawsuits against fossil fuel companies over climate change damages’. Moreover, climate sceptics slow down the climate change litigation trend by continuing to challenge the very existence and causes of global heating. Most climate lawsuits are conducted in the US, where a climate sceptic holds office in the White House. Indeed, some US lawsuits contest rather than claim that climate change action should be taken. Yet, at the same time, many local governments remain convinced of their obligation to comply with the Paris Agreement, even while the Trump administration withdraws from it. Recently, two towns adopted ordinances recognizing the right to a healthy climate. Whereas all this could be characterized as an extremely divisive political atmosphere, it also indicates that these local authorities have a deep conviction that climate change is no longer solely in the domain of politics and instead is a legal-constitutional matter. It remains to be seen whether this conviction will become as widespread and accepted as, for instance, our disapproval of racial discrimination.

---
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